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"My 4 year old boy (and 2 year old daughter) can't get enough of this fun and lovely story. Brilliantly

illustrated, it has become a bedtime favourite." 5 star review By "Mummyredhill"Perfect for

imaginative and creative children.Perfect for early and elementary readers.Also fun or to be read

aloudProfessional quality illustrations on every page!Large easy to read text!"My T-Rex has a

toothacheIt keeps him up all night,He moans and groans, gnaws and roars...It's such a sorry

sight!My T-Rex has a toothacheit's put him off his foodhe wont eat porkchops... Triceratops... or

anything that's stewed"Best read in landscapeFully optimized for Kindle Fire and IPadWhat does a

boy do when he's pet T-Rex has a toothache?A fun book to read a-loud, told in rhyme and colorfully

illustrated throughout.
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My T-Rex has a Toothache is another uber cute children's book by Elwyn Tate. This is my oldest

daughter's favorite bedtime story. Have I mentioned she's a dinosaur nut?We start with T-Rex

unable to sleep, eat, and making moans and groans. He's such a sorry sight. Following the T-Rex

as his kid takes him to the dentist and the kid's teacher before the kid figures out he has a lose

tooth.Here's my daughter's favorite part. The T-Rex roars at the ceiling and floor until his tooth



sticks in the door.Well now that the T-Rex is okay, I'm still wondering about the Pteranodon with a

sneeze.This is once again a book I bought while I had a kindle fire and now view on a paperwhite.

Aside from being in black and grays, it works beautifully. In the fire viewing, the colors fit the setting

and the book.

There are so many children's books on the market these days that often I feel when I open one, that

I have seen it before. That is not the case at all with this humorous and adorable book. This title has

incredibly colorful illustrations that fill the entire page. There is no white void on these pages like

there are in many picture books. What I loved the most about this book was that the text is HUGE!

That is such a great quality for a kid's book to have so that the new readers don't have to struggle to

see the words. This story is cute and well written and I loved the rhyming. My two year old twins

were completely fascinated by this story. Great book, highly recommend for kids 2-6 wonderful!

This is a cute story in rhyme (hats off to anyone who rhymes - it helps kids read and pronounce

words). I've just read it with my 6-year-old who loves dinosaurs, and she loved the illustrations,

which more than compliment the verse. The plot and the rhythm lend themselves to TPR teaching

and role-play, so you might not be picky about historical and biological accuracy. Dinosaurs make

things fun for kids, and if this book helps your child learn to love reading, or at least makes it easier

for them to wait for a loose tooth fall out, so be it. Warning;): kids who love a good T-rex may roar

the book, instead of reading it!

If your child loves dinosaurs, this book is a great one to add to your collection. Unlike many

children's books, the illustrations are not computer generated but hand painted and they are

gorgeous. The text is written in simple verse. Even though the story is preposterous, children aged

two through five will find it delightful. T-Rex finally solves his toothache problem, and there is a

surprise ending. This is one of the best children's picture books that I have seen on a Kindle Fire.

This is a very cute story! I bought this book for my granddaughter who will be three years old this

July. Rather than read the book to her I use my own words to explain the meaning of the story to

her. She loves the part where the t- Rex roars and the tooth pops out! Worth the price!

Cute illustrations, fun writing style. This is just a joy to read or to read to someone special. Very

good!



I got this book for my 5-year old when it was offered for free on Kindle, but this book is of the quality

one would expect from a traditionally published book -- in fact, I'm not sure why it isn't. We go to the

library often and I'm even frustrated with some of the books that DO get published. I've gotten lots of

free Kindle edition books for kids and I'm sorry to say that most of them, even for free, are not worth

keeping. This one is dramatically different. The art work is superb and the rhyming is fun and will

keep a child's interest. My son loved the book too. I would hope to see more from the

author/illustrator in the future -- and next time in bookstores as well!

We love all the books by Elwyn Tate they are imaginative rhyming masterpieces for little kids (and

the adult doing the reading)
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